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Performance of shower Xmax reconstruction by WFCTA upgraded telescope
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Abstract: The shower Xmax is an important parameter in describing shower longitudinal development. It can help
to reconstruct shower primary energy more precisely. Furthermore, using Xmax information can help to discriminate
primary composition of showers partly. WFCTA telescope will be upgraded in optical system, PMT cluster et. al. Using
such an upgrading telescope, we test the performance of reconstructing shower Xmax. Showers that have different
Xmax will have different angular distribution of Cherenkov photons. Small pixels with 0.5 degree of upgrading WFCTA
telescope make it possible for us to obtain the photon angular distribution from the image. We research the method of
extract photon angular distribution from the image. Then we study the performance of reconstruct shower Xmax with
such information. We also study the method of using classical way to obtain Xmax information, that is using crossing of
major axis of two images as the direction of Xmax.
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1 Introduction

All-particle spectrum Cosmic ray (CR) roughly follows a
power law, i.e. dN/dE ∝ Eγ . The index γ is not all the
same in different energy regions. One important feature is
the knee around E = (3.2 ± 1.2) × 1015eV , whose spec-
trum index γ changes from γ = −2.7 in low energy re-
gion to γ = −3.1. Measuring the knee structure precisely
will improve understanding about origin of CRs of accord-
ing energy range. However, because experiments aiming at
knee are located at different area and each experiment has
its own energy scale and uncertainty, the observed results
are not consistent with each others[1, 2]. The experimen-
tal results observed by kinds of experiments are shown in
figure1.

Figure 1: CR all particle spectrum in the knee observed by
some kinds of experiments[2].

A solution is to have overlap observation between ground
based measurement and space/balloon borne measure-
ments. For space/balloon borne experiments have pre-
cise measurement results of spectrum and composition be-
low 100TeV, it is a good calibrated method for ground
experiment to do overlap observation with space/balloon
borne experiments. CR composition is a crucial problem
in ground measurements. Xmax of EAS is a useful param-
eter in composition measurement. Angular distribution of
Cherenkov photons on special observation level has corre-
lation with Xmax. Using such correlation, Xmax can be
measured precisely.
Two Cherenkov telescope prototypes of WFCTA experi-
ment were constructed and have been running successfully
at Yangbajing, Tibet, China since 2008[3]. From 2010, we
plan to upgrade WFCTA telescope, which is described in-
detail in Detector section of this paper. After upgrading,
WFCTA telescopes have advantages on Xmax measure-
ments. Because they have small pixes and large FOV in
imaging system, and they can do hybrid observation with
ARGO-YBJ experiment. Furthermore, according to clas-
sical method in Xmax measurements, the cross-section of
direction of brightest pix in Cherenkov image and shower
axis is the location of Xmax. In this method, high resolu-
tion of shower geometry to maintain the accuracy of Xmax

reconstruction is needed. High resolution of geometry re-
construction of ARGO experiment applies the guaranty of
Xmax reconstruction precision to WFCTA experiment.
The focus of this paper is to estimate the performance of
Xmax reconstruction method using WFCTA upgrated tele-
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scopes. Section 2 describes the detector in detail. Section
3 gives two Xmax reconstruction method and prilimenary
results. Section 4 is summary and discussion.

2 Detectors

Optics system, PMT camera and electronic system are
three main parts of WFCTA telescope in detector simula-
tion, introduction of WFCTA telescope structure will focus
on these three parts.

2.1 Optics system

Photon collecting system is made of a 5m2 reflecting mir-
ror, which consists of 20 hexagon shaped segments, each
mirror has 82% reflectivity for photons having a wave-
length great than 300nm. According optimization results,
light spot should have similar size as one pix. Thus a 25
mm spot in focal plane of reflectivity mirror is needed for
photons with same incident direction. To maintain such
quality, a Fresnel lens is used in front of camera to con-
verge light reflected by mirror.

2.2 PMT camera

Photons in a spot are collected by camera at focal plane of
mirror, which is made of 1024 pixes. Each pix is a 1 inch
PMT with 0.5o field of view (FOV). In camera, 1024 pixes
are arranged as an array of 32 × 32, covering a total FOV
of 14o×16o. Small pixes of camera have some advantages
in the measurement. Firstly, it can collect Chrenkov pho-
tons in the interval of 0.5o, which maintains the accuracy of
measuring angular distribution of Cherenkov photons less
than 0.5o. Secondly, in classical method of Xmax recon-
structed, the direction of the brightest pix will alter in a
small range of less than 0.5o. Furthermore, large FOV of
the whole camera allows the possibility of observing long
track for each shower.

2.3 Electronic system

Once photons are collected by PMTs in camera, a 50MHz
flash analog to digital convertor (FADC) is used to mea-
sure the waveform of shower signal in every 20ns. Elec-
tronics noise and sky noise are added in every channel
of 20ns, setting by 1.2 FADC counts for the former and
40photons/(μs ·m2) for the later. Three levels trigger are
used in the simulation, details please see [3] and reference
therein.

3 Data analysis method

3.1 Correlation between angular distribution of
Cherenkov photons and shower Xmax

The angular distribution of Cherenkov light in an EAS
is expected to be related to the angular distribution of
particles in the EAS. The final angular distribution of
Cherenkov light is composed of multiple scattering of
single particles when they travel through medium and
Cherenkov photon scattering when they are emitted. Angu-
lar distribution of Cherenkov light averaged over the length
of EAS is formulated as[4]:

dN

dΩ
∝ exp(−θ/θ0)

2πθ0 sin(θ)
(1)

θ0 is a parameter related with particle threshold emitted
Cherenkov light.
However, for a given observation level, angular distribu-
tions of Cherenkov lights for different distance to shower
axis are different. Even at a same distance to shower axis,
when the observation level and shower Xmax are not the
same, angular distributions of Cherenkov lights are differ-
ent. Combining these issues, we study angular distribu-
tions of Cherenkov lights using parameters s and R. s
is the shower age, R is the distance to the shower axis.
We use Landau distribution to fit the angular distribution of
Cherenkov light. Fitting mounts of Cherenkov photon an-
gular distributions of showers, we obtain the distribution of
parameter MPV as a function of s and R, which is shown
in figure2 and figure3.
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Figure 2: Angular distribution parameter of Cherenkov
lights as a function os shower age s for different distance
to shower axis.

3.2 Xmax reconstruction method (I)

Extract of angular distribution information of Cherenkov
light from shower image is a key point in Xmax recon-
struction. After trying lots of methods, we find the fol-
lowing way to extract angular distribution information of
Cherenkov light, which can avoid the influence of distance
to shower axis.
One detector and shower axis will fix a plane, denoted as
Shower-Detector-Plane (SDP). In this plane, we initiate a
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Figure 3: Angular distribution parameter of Cherenkov
lights as a function of distance to shower axis for differ-
ent age s.

direction perpendicular to the shower axis from detector,
whose distance denoted as Rp. Rp indicates the distance to
the shower axis. To avoid the influence of Rp, we project
the shower image to the plane that perpendicular to the
SDP. Then we find a brightest pix and make it as a base
point. Other pixies will have a angular distance to this base
point. Pix signal as a function of such angular distance is
shown in left panne of figure4. To decrease the influence of
signal fluctuation, signals in small angular distance range
are averaged just as red point in right panne of figure4.
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Figure 4: Signal distribution as a function of angular dis-
tance to the brightest pix. The right panne is averaged re-
sults.

A linear function is used to fit the distribution as black line
in right panne of figure4. A parameter slope is obtained.
Half of events are used to get the correlation between
shower Xmax and slope, which is represented as red solid
circles in figure5. Events that are not fitting well and Rp >
200m are cut. The results are shown as green solid circles
in figure5. Then we choose event with 70m < Rp < 100m
to study, for they have strong correlation. The final results
are blue solid circles in figure5.
Based on the above final result, we make a two dimension
table related with shower Xmax and slope. Using such
a table, we reconstruct the shower Xmax of another half
events. The resolution is shown in figure6, which is about
51g/cm2.

3.3 Xmax reconstruction method (II)

In traditional way, the brightest pix in Cherenkov image
points to the direction of shower Xmax. Thus we can
find the intersection of directions between brightest pix and
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Figure 5: Xmax distribution as a function of linear fitting
parameter slope.
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Figure 6: Xmax resolution distribution.

shower axis and calculate the location of Xmax according
to the shower geometry. Such a method is ongoing.

4 Discussion

(1) Xmax study results in this paper are based on the tele-
scope with 1o pix in camera. The result based on upgraded
telescope will be acquired as soon as possible.
(2) The study result of correlation between Xmax and fit-
ting parameter slope is only based on the proton. Other
compositions will be added to later research and study on
the uncertainty initiated by different components.
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